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Drone with cargo of abortion pills to fly
over Poland
The drone will fly from Germany to Poland.
By Ed Adamczyk
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A drone carrying abortion medication will travel to Poland on Saturday. Photo courtesy of Women on
Waves.

AMSTERDAM, Netherlands, June 24 (UPI) -- Activists intend to send an "abortion
drone," carrying abortion-inducing medication, to fly to Poland in the hopes of
dramatizing the country's restrictive abortion laws.
Women on Waves, an Amsterdam-based women's rights group, will launch an
unmanned aerial vehicle from Frankfurt, Germany, Saturday, carrying mifepristone and
misoprostol to an unidentified spot near Slubice, Poland. The action is meant to draw
attention to the safety of abortion medication and the restrictions on abortion in
Poland, an overwhelmingly Catholic country and one of the few in Europe in which
abortion is not freely available in the first trimester.

The medications on board are sufficient for use by two or three women, and are
approved to be taken without medical supervision by the World Health organization.
"As long as we don't do anything the laws won't change. This is really about
fundamental women's rights," doctor and Women on Waves founder Rebecca
Gomperts told Global Post. "We have done the ships campaign before (in which the
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group provided abortions aboard ships in international waters) so we know how
aggressive anti-abortion activists can be, but the moment you let that decide what you
are doing that's censorship and that cannot happen."
She added the flight required no authorization from German or Polish authorities, and
that the cargo would not exceed five kilograms (11 pounds).
"In Poland, even women who could have an abortion under Polish law are often denied
it because Catholic hospitals don't help them, even if their life is in danger. Rich people
can go to Germany or the UK to have abortions, but it's the women who don't have the
means or access to information who are suffering," she added.
The Polish government has offered no comment on the plan to send the drone over the
border.
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LATEST HEADLINES
THAAD is not reliable deterrent against
NKorea missiles, say analysts

SEOUL, June 24 (UPI) -- Controversy is growing over the possibility of THAAD deployment on the Korean
peninsula, as analysts spar over its effectiveness as a North Korea missile deterrent.
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Islamic State militants destroy two tombs in
ancient city of Palmyra
PALMYRA, Syria, June 24 (UPI) -- Islamic State militants destroyed two
tombs in the ancient city of Palmyra -- a UNESCO World Heritage site -the Syrian government said Wednesday.

Venezuelan opposition leader Lopez ends
hunger strike

CARACAS, Venezuela, June 24 (UPI) -- Venezuelan opposition leader
Leopoldo Lopez ended his hunger strike Tuesday after the government
issued a December 6 date for congressional elections.

Police union threatens to disrupt Tour de
France

AMSTERDAM, Netherlands, June 24 (UPI) -- A police officers' union in the
Netherlands is threatening to disrupt the Tour de France bicycle race
because of a pay dispute with the government.

Pope: It's sometimes 'morally necessary' for
parents to separate

VATICAN CITY, June 24 (UPI) -- Pope Francis suggested Wednesday that
separations within families are necessary in some situations.
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Embattled chief of Argentine Army resigns

BUENOS AIRES, June 24 (UPI) -- Argentina's Army chief, Maj. Gen. Cesar
Milani, announced his resignation for "strictly" personal reasons in a
statement Tuesday.

Critics say North Korea makes a tasty beer

SEOUL, June 24 (UPI) -- North Korea, known more for its fiery rhetoric,
nuclear missile development and dynastic regime, is less known for one
of its more benign products: beer.

South Korea ready to help the North fight
drought

SEOUL, June 24 (UPI) -- South Korea said it is willing to provide
assistance to North Korea if drought conditions worsen in the secluded
country.

Muslims in Pakistan excused from Ramadan
fasting during heat wave, says cleric

KARACHI, Pakistan, June 24 (UPI) -- A senior Islamic cleric announced
Wednesday that some Muslims may skip out on fasting during Ramadan
in light of the country's deadly heat wave.
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Russia may ban EU chocolates, flowers

MOSCOW, June 24 (UPI) -- Russian reaction to the extension of European
Union economic sanctions will likely include a ban on foreign chocolates,
and a boost to its own candy industry.
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